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About the Institution of  
Civil Engineers

Welcome to the Civil Engineering Challenge 
Pack! Within this pack, you have the 
opportunity to select from seven activities.

To earn the Civil Engineering badge, 
participants must successfully complete 
activities over 2 unit meetings.

Each activity is introduced by a real Civil Engineer, this can be read out to the 
participants before the activity.

In addition to gaining knowledge about the career, participants will have the chance to 
explore their local area and identify instances of civil engineering. 

It may be possible to arrange for an ICE STEM Ambassador to come to the meeting place 
to speak to the participants. They could possibly also run one or more of the activities 
in this resource. Please fill out this form to request an ICE STEM Ambassador, please also 
note this is subject to availability: https://bit.ly/ICE-meet-STEM-ambassador

The Institution of Civil Engineers is dedicated to inspiring the next generation of civil 
engineers. Through this challenge pack, participants will gain valuable insights into the 
exciting world of civil engineering and discover what a career in this field truly entails.

To order your civil engineering badges please visit this link:  
https://girlguidingcymru.org.uk/shop?category=*+NEW+*
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1. Bridge building challenge
Participants work in teams to build bridges that span a gap with specific load 
requirements. Material prices may vary during the activity. Alternatively, they can 
construct, and test bridges made entirely of chocolate bars.

Duration: 30 – 45 minutes

2. Communication activity
This challenge is to communicate a design from one end of the room to the other, so 
that the builder is given enough information to build it correctly even if they have not 
seen the original object.

Duration: 30 - 45 minutes

3. Geotechnical engineering activity
Choose from either the flour tower or jelly geotechnics. Both games examine how 
ground conditions affect what we can design & build. Participants work in groups 
with both.

Duration: 15 minutes

4. Water distribution challenge
Participants work together in small teams to reinstate the water supply to a village 
which has been cut off after a natural disaster.

Duration: 45 minutes

5. Shelter building challenge
Participants work in teams to build an emergency shelter against the clock, which must 
house at least one team member.

Duration: 30 minutes

6. Water use activity
Participants work in teams or pairs to determine how much water they use in 
a typical day.

Duration: 10 minutes

7. Out and about: Civil Engineering in your community challenge
Participants explore the community surrounding their meeting place.

Duration 45 – 60 minutes
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Introduction 
by civil engineer

Hi, I’m, Sandhya, I work for Tony Gee and Partners as a Design 
Engineer. Civil engineering affects all of our built environment 
- since I started working, I’ve undertaken design work on railways, 
bridges, buildings, highways, drainage, and structure demolitions. Though I have a lot of 
variety in my work, there are some fundamentals that I need to consider in any project I 
undertake. It’s important to gather as much information as you can before the design 
begins e.g. what do we know of the soil layers on site? We need to consider the impact 
that engineering works will have on the natural environment too. It’s also important to 
think about how works will affect people, those who use the final project and those who 
are affected by construction works. As you undertake this bridge building activity, try to 
have a think about, where you would build it? Who will it affect? How can you reduce 
pollution and waste during the build if you make it in real life? 

Duration
30 to 45 minutes

Activity aim
The challenge is to build a bridge, using the materials given, to span a set distance 
(500mm) and carry a specified load.

Equipment required
You can use either material, depending on what you have available. The scrap paper/
newspaper version will take longer and need a bit more skill to manufacture the 
components, whereas the straws are a bit easier and quicker to work with but may need 
you to buy them.

Per group:

• The same number of straws (avoids arguments)

• Scissors

• Masking tape

or

• The same number of sheets of paper (newspaper works well)

• Scissors

• Masking tape

Both paper bridges and straw bridges can be recycled at the end of the activity.

Method
The participants should work in small teams (ideally around 4 or 5 per team).

Explain some background about bridge building (refer to the STEM 
Ambassador introduction).

Give the groups a set time to build their bridge and let them know how far it has to span 
(we suggest 500mm) and what load it has to carry (a toy test vehicle or a maximum 
weight which can be done with coins, etc,).

You can declare a winner if you want to make it competitive – e.g. the bridge that holds 
the heaviest load or the one that uses the least material.
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Bridge building challenge

Sandhya Sreekumar, Civil Engineer



Introduction 
by structural engineer

I work for Fairhurst in Inverness as a Graduate Structural 
Engineer. I design lots of public buildings such as houses, schools 
and industrial facilities along with taking an interest in the 
conservation of historic buildings. In each of my projects I need to consider who is going 
to be using them, how the use will affect the loads that are applied to the structure and 
the suitability of materials. While living in the North of Scotland the weather is always a 
major factor in design and material choice, therefore, I take time to ensure that the most 
economical and best suiting materials are chosen for a project knowing that the 
appearance and cost of the structure is very important to the user. 

Duration 
30 to 45 minutes

Activity aim
The challenge is to build a bridge, using the materials given, to span a set 
distance (200mm).

Equipment required
Per group:

• Approximately 16 long thin chocolate bars – Twirls are ideal 

• A ruler

• A glass bottle with a tightly fitting lid

• Kettle filled with hot (not boiling) water

For testing the bridges:

• 1-2 small yoghurt pots (the kind you get Petit Filous or Munch Bunch in are ideal)

• Lots of 1p or 2p coins or a mix, or other small heavy weights like pebbles

• Several short lengths of string (15-20cm approximately)

Method
The participants need to build their bridge using the chocolate bars. This will require 
joining them - fill a glass bottle with hot water (NOT BOILING) and press the end of two 
chocolate bars against the glass. Wait for the chocolate to start to melt. Once this 
has happened you can attach them together and leave to set hard for a few minutes. 
Continue to build the bridge in this way.

Top tip: create your bridge in sections rather than trying to add single bars to the main 
structure in one go – this will mean you can let many smaller sections set properly 
before assembling them into the finished bridge. Use this process to build a bridge to 
span 200mm.

Testing
Raise up your bridge (after checking the chocolate ‘welding’ has set firmly) across a 
200mm gap. You can use two upturned items like books or shoeboxes. Test the bridge 
with weights. Use an empty yogurt pot filled with coins to test the bridge once it is 
complete. Pierce two small holes in your yogurt pot near the lid and thread through 
some string to make a loop that goes over the bottom middle of your bridge span. Fill it 
with coins, starting with a small number and slowly increasing it one coin at a time until 
your bridge breaks. Hang an additional weight pot if needed.

Optional but recommended: eat your bridge sharing equally between your whole 
engineering team!
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Alternative bridge  
building challenge

Bethany Clark, Structural Engineer



Introduction 
by structural engineer

Hello, I’m Elaine. I used to be a Rainbow, Brownie, Guide, and a 
Brownie leader. Nowadays, my “day job” is in offshore oil and gas 
as a Structural Engineer and team lead. Good communication with 
colleagues and clients is important. One challenging yet rewarding day was explaining 
to non-engineering senior management the poor condition of a stair tower and the 
need to build a scaffold under it so that it could continue to be used as an escape route. 
Thankfully, they understood, and we all got what we needed thanks to good 
communication. Lots of my team work remotely (one from Paris!), and heavily rely on 
messaging and video calls for planning, organising, and presenting our work including 
3D modelling and analysing results to clients in detailed reports.

Duration
30 to 45 minutes

Activity aim
This challenge is to communicate a design from one end of the room to the other, so 
that the builder is given enough information to build it correctly even if they have not 
seen the original object.

Equipment required
Per group:

• Two sets of matching building materials – these could be wooden building blocks, 
Lego, etc. As long as the sets are identical and can be used to construct something 
that can be replicated

• Screen to hide the design – this can be as simple as a folder or box

Method
The participants need to be in groups of least three, taking the roles of the Design 
Engineer, Project Manager and Construction Engineer.

At one end of the room an object should be built out of blocks or Lego or similar  
and hidden from view. At the other end of the room there should be a pile of blocks 
(the blocks needed to build the hidden object and some spares).

The teams work, in accordance with the rules, to communicate to each other the 
information required to recreate the object hidden from view.

At the end of the allocated time, the team who have most accurately recreated 
the design are declared the winners.

Rules
The Design Engineer is the only one who can look at the object and must describe what 
it looks like to the Project Manager.

The Project Manager must remember what they have been told and accurately pass 
the message on to the Construction Engineer.

The Construction Engineer is the only one that can touch the blocks from the pile and 
so must build what is described to them.
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Communication challenge

Elaine Campbell, Structural Engineer



Introduction 
by civil engineer 

Hello! My name is Rachel and I’m a Civil Engineer. I work as a 
Design Co-ordinator for a construction company in the highways 
sector. Whilst highways upgrades are being designed, I make 
sure that everyone’s needs are being met. I work together with lots of different people to 
find answers to challenging problems and to find the best ways of achieving our aims - 
to make journeys quicker, easier and safer for people alongside protecting the local 
environment. I work with the contractors to solve any problems that come up – one 
example is that it can be very difficult to understand exactly what is going on below 
ground before you start digging. Sometimes we find that the ground is harder or softer 
that we thought it was, or that there are water or gas pipes or electricity cables 
underground that we didn’t know were there.

Duration
15 minutes

Activity aim
In small groups, participants are challenged to build the tallest tower they can on jelly 
(representing unstable ground conditions). The participants are expected to initially try 
building with only the building blocks to see what happens (it falls over!). They can try 
different designs but tell them it has to be as tall as possible.

Then give the participants a selection of materials and ask them to rebuild their tower 
using whatever they like (you can introduce some “red herrings” if you like). They should 
now successfully build a taller tower.

Equipment required
• Tray of jelly – this can be any size and depth you like.

• A layer of Plasticine “bedrock” at the bottom of the tray is an option.

• Building blocks – these can be wooden construction blocks, Jenga, Kapla, etc.

• Foundation materials – the possibilities here are endless but straws or sticks that 
can represent piles and pieces of card to represent raft foundations are useful. 
Feel free to introduce a few “red herrings” if you like!

The above tub was approx. 230mm by 170mm (2litre capacity) and required 5½ packs 
of plasticine for a 10mm deep layer. Two packets of jelly making approx. 1 litre, gives a 
sufficient depth of “unstable ground”.

Please advise the participants not to eat the jelly.

The following illustrations on the next pages can be useful when discussing foundation 
types with participants.
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Jelly geotechnics challenge

Sample materials Plasticine “bedrock”

Rachel Attwood, Design Coordinato
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Pad/strip foundation

Unstable Ground

Rock

Raft foundation

Unstable Ground

Rock



Rock
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Piled foundation

Unstable 
Ground



Introduction 
by geotechnical engineer

Hello, I’m Beth and I am a geotechnical engineer. My job 
involves looking at the soils and rocks below the ground surface 
to understand how stable they are. Soils and rocks have different 
strengths and we need to understand how strong the ground is before we can build 
anything on top of it. If the ground is weak, a geotechnical engineer comes up with a 
solution to help strengthen the ground, this could include building a foundation or 
digging out weak soil and replacing it with something stronger. Geotechnical engineers 
work on the construction of bridges, roads, railways, buildings and many more. Anything 
that will be built on the ground requires a geotechnical engineer’s help!

Duration
15 minutes

Activity aim
In small groups, participants  
are challenged to remove sections of the flour tower 
without causing the “building” on the top to fall.

Equipment required
Per group:

• Bowl

• Tray

• Flour – pack tightly into the bowl

• Sweet/chocolate of some type

• Dice

• Blunt knife/spatula/spoon

Method
Fill the bowl with flour and compact it well. Invert it out onto a tray and place a sweet/
chocolate on the top. Each participant in the group takes a turn to roll the dice. If they roll 
a six, they have to cut away a slice of the flour.

If the chocolate falls off the top they need to get the chocolate out of the flour,  
without using their hands!
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Flour tower challenge
Alternative Geotechnics Challenge

Beth Robinson, Geotechnical Engineer



Introduction 
by student engineer

My name is Ruth and I work in the structures department of a 
consultancy civil engineering company called Tony Gee. There is 
so much to think about during engineering, the effects on people, 
the planet and then the practicality side. Will you be able to 
construct it? Consider your day and what time you first interact with water, this allows 
you to appreciate how fundamental it is. The ability to easily access water means we 
have more time for education. Having clean water means we don’t get sick and are able 
to live long lives. Eco-systems and livestock rely on safe water too. Water needs to be 
treated, transported, and protected from pollution. This is all engineering! 

Duration
45 minutes

Activity aim
A hurricane has hit the country of Honduras in Central America. The participants are 
now part of the Emergency Response Engineering team sent out to restore essential 
infrastructure to local communities.
Each team must design and build a water distribution system that will allow water to 
flow from the clean water source (at bucket 1) to a local village (at bucket 2) using only 
the materials provided.

Equipment required
Per group:
• 3no. 2m length half-round gutter
• 3no. 1.4m length garden cane

• 7no. 1m length garden cane
• 1 box of elastic bands
• 2 buckets
• Plant pots or similar for 

mountains
• Mats or similar for marches

Method
The water distribution system must 
transport water from bucket 1 to bucket 
2 without going over any part of the 
mountains or the marshes. 
When each team has completed their structure, 
they can have one cup of water to test it.  
When all teams have completed their systems, you can 
get them to race, emptying bucket 1 into their system, one cup 
at a time. During the race they may use only the plastic cups to pour the water into their 
system, they are not allowed to pour directly from the bucket.
You can then measure how much water actually gets into bucket two. The fastest team 
with the most water in bucket 2, are the winners (if you choose to  
have a winner). 
If this activity is carried out indoors, the water can be substituted with small balls (ping 
pong balls, marbles, etc.) 

Alternative water distribution challenge
If this activity needs to be on a smaller scale, then a similar system can be built as using 
cardboard tubes, boxes etc. and tested with a marble.
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Water distribution challenge

Ruth Brown, Student Engineer



Bucket 1

Dimensions approximate – discretion to be used to make the activity  
challenging but not impossible!

Water supply set-up instructions

1.6m

Bucket for 
“water source”

Plant pots 
upside down 
as mountains Mountains

Marsh Marsh
Mats as 
marshes

Bucket 2

Bucket for 
“Village”

1.2m
2m

1.5m

2322



Introduction 
by civil and structural engineer

Hello, I’m Kalina, a civil and structural engineer. My job is to design 
and construct functional spaces for work, study, and living. I consider the purpose of the 
structure, its location, and whether it will be permanent or relocated. I ensure it can 
withstand loads, such as people and equipment, and remain stable against elements 
like wind and snow. My work includes residential projects, shops, offices, bridges, offshore 
rigs, theatres, museums, hospitals, and space satellites. I strive to create structures that 
last fifty years for buildings and over a century for bridges, benefiting thousands or even 
millions of people. Above all, my priority is to ensure the safety of all buildings 
and infrastructure.

Duration
30 minutes

Activity aim
A hurricane has hit the country of Honduras in Central America. The participants are 
now part of the Emergency Response Engineering team sent out to restore essential 
infrastructure to local communities.

The hurricane has passed and destroyed most of the houses in the town. It will soon be 
dark and more rain is expected tonight, so the teams must build a shelter. As materials 
are scarce they have become very expensive; they must try to build their shelter as 
cheaply as possible, using the materials available to them.

Equipment required
Per group:

• 3no. 1.5m length garden cane (or similar)

• 7no. 1m length garden cane (or similar)

• 1 box of elastic bands or string & scissors

• Masking tape if you’re feeling kind

• Polythene sheet or old plastic carrier bags

• Watering can

Method
The participants should work in small teams of 4 or 5. Each team has to construct a 
shelter that can stand up by itself and protect at least one member of the team from the 
rain. Once the build time is complete, test each shelter with a watering can of water to 
see if it leaks. The participants can have as many of the team inside the shelter as they 
wish but there must be at least one team member inside.

If this activity needs to be carried out indoors, omit the testing and challenge them to try 
and get as many of their team inside the shelter as possible.
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Introduction 
by civil engineer 

My name is Lottie and I’m Civil Engineer from Brighton. I work at a 
consulting firm on projects in the water industry. The projects that I 
work on are usually designing and building water and wastewater treatment works. 
However, there are lots of different things that civil engineers help with when it comes to 
water – not just treating it! We also have to think about storing it (dams & reservoirs) 
transporting it (pipelines, canals, tunnels, & bridges), and protecting against it (sea & 
river defences). I really enjoy my job because I get to be involved in lots of varied and 
exciting projects and get to see things that I’ve designed get built! It’s also rewarding 
knowing that we’re making sure that people have access to safe, clean water.

Duration
10 minutes

Activity aim
This activity is to get us thinking about what we use water for each day and how much 
we use.

Equipment required
• 1 set of water usage cards (see next page)

• Scrap paper

• Pencils

Method
In advance of running the activity, print off the “cards”. These can be printed on paper 
or card and do not need to be in colour.

The participants should work in small teams of 4 or 5. Ask them to consider what they 
use water for in one day, from the time they get up in the morning until they go to bed 
at night. They are asked to choose from the cards provided, one for each time they will 
carry out that activity (e.g. two “brush your teeth” cards for morning and night).

Ask them to count up all the amounts of water on the cards to get their total for one day.

This is usually an alarmingly large number. Ask them to consider what they really 
need to use drinking water for and what sources could be used to get water for other 
activities? e.g. rain water harvesting on buildings for toilet flushing etc.

Some participants may argue with the quantities 
quoted on the cards but the point of the 
exercise is just to get us thinking and 
to start a conversation about 
water usage.

Lottie Ashcroft, Civil Engineer
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Water use activity



Brushing teeth - 1 litre

Brushing teeth - 1 litre

Brushing teeth - 1 litre

Brushing teeth - 1 litre

Brushing teeth - 1 litre

Water use activity cards Water use activity cards

5min shower - 65 litres 5min shower - 65 litres

5min shower - 65 litres 5min shower - 65 litres

Bath - 100 litres Bath - 100 litresBrushing teeth - 1 litre



Water use activity cards Water use activity cards

Toilet flush - 8 litres Toilet flush - 8 litres

Drinking water 
2 litres per dayToilet flush - 8 litres Toilet flush - 8 litres

Toilet flush - 8 litres Toilet flush - 8 litres

Drinking water 
2 litres per day

Drinking water 
2 litres per day

Drinking water 
2 litres per day

Brushing teeth - 1 litre Brushing teeth - 1 litre



Water use activity cards

Cooking - 4 litres Cooking - 4 litres

Washing dishes by 
hand - 9 litres Washing machine - 50 litres

Dishwasher - 9.5 litres Toilet flush - 8 litres

Did you know that cold water costs the person 
who pays the bill about 3 pence for every  
10 litres of water you use? Imagine what it 

would cost to heat the water too… 
Using the cards, can you limit the daily  

water use for a family of four people  
to 349 litres?

The Energy Saving Trust estimates that the average  
home consumes 349 litres of water each day.



Introduction 
by structural engineer

I am Svetlana, I am Angolan-Portuguese, living and working 
in London. I am a civil engineer and specialise in structures. When 
I’m doing my job designing structures, I need to make sure that the 
structure will be stable. I need to consider what will be the main purpose of the structure, 
the functionality, and then consider what type of loads it will carry. Civil engineering is a 
profession which makes a major contribution to society. Since past centuries, civil 
engineers donate their lives to work on projects that help to improve people’s lives 
significantly. For example, people have a place to live, a place to study, a place to treat 
themselves medically like hospitals, and we are able go from one place to another 
through roads, trains, bridges, etc. All these advances are due to the work of the 
construction industry.

Duration
45 to 60 minutes

Activity aim
Participants explore the community surrounding their meeting place. How many bridges 
can they identify? Do they go over or under them? If none of them existed, could they still 
travel to all the places they wanted to in a typical day? If they could design a new bridge 
linking two places, where would they choose?

Equipment required
• Paper & pencils

• Map of local area

Method
This activity can be done either indoors as a map-based activity or outdoors exploring 
the local community around the meeting place.

Indoor only

Working in small teams of 4 or 5, ask the participants to look at a map of their local area 
and try to identify where the bridges on it are. It will help if you have already done this 
in advance so that you can guide them if required. They should try and identify if the 
bridges go over waterways or roads, railways, etc. Are they bridges for pedestrians or 
vehicles? Are there bridges that people can’t cross? These may be for pipes or services 
only. Are there bridges that carry water over an obstacle? These are called aquaducts.

Ask the participants to imagine that they have been asked to design a new bridge 
linking two places in their community. What two places would they like to link and why? 
And what would they like their bridge to look like?

Indoor/outdoor

As above, but the participants could go out into the community surrounding the meeting 
place to identify the bridges in reality and see if they can match them up with those 
on their map. Do they find any that they hadn’t noticed on their map?

Svetlana Joao, Structural Engin
ee
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Out and about: civil engineering  
in your community challenge



ICE Inspire
Visit our virtual careers building to find out loads 
more about civil engineering. Watch a film in the 
cinema, visit the virtual gallery and meet plenty of 
real civil engineers and hear their stories.

Visit here: ice-inspire.co.uk

ICE CityZen Pollution Control
In the ICE CityZen Pollution Control game, players 
have to research the causes of river pollution to 
understand and then solve the problem. Warning 
– the citizens need to kept happy and the local
environment protected!
Game available on ice-inspire.co.uk

Alternatively visit here:  
pollution-control.makereal.training
You will need Internet access & pc/laptop. Possible on Smartphone but not ideal (small screen).

Additional activities

Virtual work experience
Take part in our on-demand civil engineering virtual 
work experience to learn why civil engineering is such 
an exciting and rewarding career. The Civil Engineers 
Shaping the World programme is free and available 
to all young people via the Springpod platform.

Visit here: bit.ly/ICE-virtworkexp
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ICE Inspire
Visit our virtual careers building to find out 
loads more about civil engineering. Watch 
a film in the cinema, visit the virtual gallery 
and meet plenty of real Civil Engineers 
and hear their stories.

Visit here: ice-inspire.co.uk

ICE is the world’s leading civil engineering institution 
with over 95,000 global members. Our aim is to build 
a sustainable and inclusive world.

Civil engineers are in high demand in the UK and 
overseas. Join the engineering revolution today and 
visit ice-inspire.co.uk to discover pathways into this 
exciting industry.

 X (Twitter): ICE_schools 

 Instagram: ICE_engineers 

 TikTok: ICE_engineers 

 YouTube: InstitutionofCivilEngineers 

 LinkedIn: /institution-of-civil-engineers/

Images from campaign ‘This is Engineering’.

ICE CityZen Pollution Control
In the ICE CityZen: Pollution Control 
game, players have to research the 
causes of river pollution to understand 
and then solve the problem. Warning 
– the citizens need to kept happy and
the local environment protected! Don’t
forget to share your score on your
socials and tag us!

Game available on ICE Inspire 
(ice-inspire.co.uk)

Play CityZen: Pollution Control (pollution-control.makereal.training)

You will need Internet access & pc/laptop. Possible on Smartphone but not ideal 
(small screen).
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About the Institution of 
Civil Engineers

Please leave your feedback here: 
www.surveymonkey.co.uk /r/CYMRU-ICE

https://ice-inspire.co.uk
https://twitter.com/ICE_schools
https://www.instagram.com/ice_engineers/
https://www.tiktok.com/@ice_engineers
https://www.youtube.com/user/civilengineeringtv
https://www.linkedin.com/company/institution-of-civil-engineers/
http://www.ice.org.uk
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CYMRU-ICE
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CYMRU-ICE
https://www.thisisengineering.org.uk/
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